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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10413-10043
REF: MEXI 4238 (IN 21625) *

1. WHEN HMMT 3380 RECEIVED AT END JAN FOR BUDGET REASONS HQS DID NOT IMMEDIATELY SUBMIT LIENVYOY PROJ AMENDMENT NEEDED TO PURCHASE NEW EQUIP. ESTIMATED COST FOR EQUIP WAS ROUGHLY $20,000. HQS ORIGINALLY UNDERSTOOD OLD EQUIP WOULD BE USED IN PROPOSED LITEMPO TAP CENTER AND CE UNIT.

2. WHEN HQS RECEIVED HMM 20890 IN MID MARCH SAYING LITEMPO WOULD USE MEXICAN EQUIP AND STATION WAS SUBMITTING PROJ OUTLINE, HQS CONTINUED HOLD LIENVYOY REQUEST TO REVIEW ENTIRE LITEMPO/LIENVYOY TAP CENTER PROBLEM. HQS STILL AWAITING LITEMPO TAP PROJ.

3. IN VIEW LARGE COST HQS WONDERS WHETHER SECURITY STILL CALLS FOR REPLACEMENT EQUIP. HQS HAS RECEIVED NO WORD ON PROPOSED LIENVYOY MOVE SINCE AUGUST 1962.

4. SO THAT HQS CAN AGAIN REVIEW REQUEST FOR LIENVYOY EQUIP PLS SUBMIT SOONEST PROJ ON LITEMPO TAP UNIT AND MORE DETAILS OF PROPOSED LIENVYOY MOVE. CANNOT JUSTIFY REPLACING EQUIP IF SITE NOT TO BE CHANGED, AND PREFER WAIT UNTIL FISCAL 64.
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5. RELATED PROBLEM IS COVER FOR TARASOFF. PLS NOTIFY HQS YOUR DECISION AND DESIRED ETA DATE. SEE MEXI 3466.

END OF MESSAGE

WH Comment: When can Station expect LIENVOX equipment?

C/S COMMENT: *(IN 69474)